Deskside Bin
This is a *non-serviced* bin that can be used for paper or plastic/glass/metal. You are responsible for emptying this into our larger, serviced containers. (10”x 14.5”x 15”, 5gal)

Plastic / Glass / Metal Slim Jim
This is a serviced bin for rigid plastics, glass containers, steel, and aluminum. This bin does not like plastic bags nor styrofoam. These bin’s are available to labs if they join the lab recycling program. (11.5”x 22”x 32”, 23 gal)

Paper Slim Jim
This is a serviced bin for paper. All paper on campus is shredded. Only dispose of PHI in secure locations. This bin does not like binders, or anything that is not paper. (11”x 20”x 34”, 23gal)

Paper Console
This is a serviced and locked container meant for confidential materials. Perfect for nurse’s stations. This bin also doesn’t like binders and non-paper items. (15”x 23”x 35.5”, 30 gal)

Clean Out Bin
This bin can be used for large amounts recyclables or reusables. The bin has a padlock. Bin must remain locked when not in a secure location or under your ‘supervision’. (34”x 30”x 44”, 90gal)

*Slotted* Clean Out Bin
Similar to the normal clean out bin, this bin remains locked but allows the user to continue to use the bin via the slot on the top. This bin can be placed in a fire rated area for regular disposal of confidential documents. (34”x 23”x 45”, 96gal)
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